
Education Series 
This scalable education series was designed to help credit unions accomplish 
their data transformation goals  leveraging education format that works for 
them. 

Education Formats: 
The uniqueness of this series it is scalable. The material works as an inspirational 
keynote, break-out session, but also as a comprehensive multi-day curriculum. It 
is also nimble enough to be presented remotely via video conferencing/webinar.

From couch to mountain. Where to start?
Standing still is a lot like sitting on the couch. There are no health benefits from sitting on the couch, and in some cases, can be a detriment. 
The first step, honestly, is to commit to leveraging your data. The next step is to assess your current condition. An assessment will help 
identify the present condition to establish what are the organization's strengths, obstacles, and suggest a reasonable place to start.

What is your DATA WHY?
Like with all large initiatives, there has to be a vision statement. An example data vision statement is, "To create revolutionary member 
relationships." And yes, connecting enterprise data is the foundation to that, but the WHY is around impactful member engagement. The data 
vision should be clear and have the support of the organization.

Which is more mature - A Teen or your Data? 
One of the most overlooked areas in data is enterprise maturity. Many organizations feel that data maturity will organically occur. That is a 
fallacy. Data is an incredibly robust asset and requires love and attention.

Content Modules: Created to work together or independently 
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Big Data/Big Climb: Content modules

The theory of everything? No, thankfully, just the theory of change. 
Curious how real change happens? The kind where third-world countries solve infant mortality issues? It is via a business methodology called 
the theory of change (TOC). TOC is an effective methodology for planning and evaluation that is used by philanthropy, Not-for-profits, and NGS 
to help make social change. The theory of Change defines long-term goals and then maps backward to identify necessary preconditions. 
Learning how to do this to help your organization transform using data will ultimately pay off in more impactful member relationships.

What is your member's true north?
The member/consumer is the ultimate end-user of the data, so creating a data transformation plan that focuses on the end-user is critical for 
success. Start with what problem does the credit union solve for its member. Understanding why the member engages with the credit union 
will also help understand the friction you may be unknowingly putting in the engagement path. What is the member ecosystem you provide to 
help the member achieve their goals? When you connect your data, you want to have a member-centered use case. This data use case should 
be your members' true north.

Does your credit union consume your data more like veggies or sweets?
How does your credit union consume data?. Is it like veggies, and you smother them with thick cheese sauce to hide the flavor so you can 
check the box, yes, but it isn't providing any benefit to your organization? Or does your organization consume them like sweet fresh 
strawberries, where you can't get enough and keep going back for more?

Reached the summit, now what? 
Harnessing big data as well as cultivating a culture for data consumption is an incredible achievement, but that is just the start. The real 
achievement is to infuse these new capabilities into your credit union's DNA and workflow adoption.  
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